
 

Bicycle Illusorium Playing Cards - Pokerdeck

Seek deeper meaning in the Illusorium, and you'll come up empty. It is a place
where anything goes and nothing is ever explained. Where mystery beats all.
Where things happen without rhyme or reason. An alternative universe.
Maddening in its lack of limitation and absence of rules. Captivating in its
creativity. Its surrealism at last captured in a unique deck of premium playing
cards that bear its name.

For the artists who play with perspective. For the visionaries who toy with reality.
For the rule breakers who don't need to justify their actions. Who never ask
permission and always question everything. Who say here's my view of the
world, take it or leave it. All are recognized and revered by this warped and
wonderful set of superior playing cards.

This is a deck for those who delight in the different. The collector who seeks to be
challenged by what they see. The cardist who searches for the strange and feels
the magic. The players who accept the absurdity of a life in which one day the
cards will smile upon them, the next smirk in their face.

Features:

Printed by USPCC'S high-end casino web press, exclusively in Q1
Quality (the highest grade of playing card quality in the industry).
Quality, durable, Bicycle® Classic stock crushed thinner. This ultra-thin
luxury stock lends the cards a superior premium feeling and avoids the
necessity of the breaking-in period which lesser crafted cards require.
Unique Painstakingly handcrafted art from the faces to the pips. Each
card was created and 3D modelled from scratch. The pursuit of
perfection.
Magic coating (the cards handle smoothly and last longer than regular
decks)
Manufactured by the USPCC - worldwide leader in playing cards
manufacturing
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